Did puff bars get discontinued?
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What we know and don't know about Puff Bar right nowAug 19, 2020 — As Puff Bar's popularity
grew, so did the many questions and news outlet Fair Warning took a deep dive into trying to
find out more about the
FDA Notifies Companies, Including Puff Bar, to RemoveJul 20, 2020 — FDA Notifies
Companies, Including Puff Bar, to Remove Flavored Disposable want to make clear to all
tobacco product manufacturers and retailers that, including the dates on which each firm
discontinued the sale and/or FDA calls for removal of Puff Bars, a type of fruity - NBC NewsJul
20, 2020 — The FDA sent a letter Monday telling the company to remove Puff Bar e-cigarettes
from the market within 15 business days. U.S. health officials are cracking down on a brand of
fruity disposable e-cigarettes that is popular with teenagers, saying the company never received
permission to sell them in the U.S
Puff Bar Suspends Sales in the United States - TobaccoJul 14, 2020 — Puff Bar has “ceased all
online sales and distribution in the U.S. until of choice among young people as Juul Labs
discontinued some of its
L.A. company pulls back Puff Bar single-use vaping productFeb 20, 2020 — The murky origins of
Puff Bars and a legion of shadowy imitators have the ability to review any e-cigarette that may
get in the hands of minorsFDA Warns Puff Bar, Others to Stop Selling FlavoredJul 22, 2020 —
10 companies receive warning letters for selling products that agency says appeal to youths
Puff Bar Closing - Vapor4LifeJul 23, 2020 — So the FDA complains they appeal to the youth, so
we of age adults who enjoy these products cant buy them because your worried about Teens
Find a Big Loophole in the New Flavored Vaping BanFeb 12, 2020 — Teens Find a Big Loophole
in the New Flavored Vaping Ban pressure it voluntarily discontinued all its flavors but menthol
and tobacco last fall. Puff Bars and other disposable e-cigarette products on a store shelf in
Manhattan. The agency said it did not have data showing high rates of youth use of
Will puff bars be discontinued? : electronic_cigarette - RedditSep 21, 2020 — What's going on
exactly ? I know they ceased all sales for now , is it permanent? Can shops still get buff bars ?
19 commentsControversial E-Cigarette Company Puff Bar Says It'sJul 15, 2020 — Puff Bar,
which has reaped millions of dollars by exploiting a loophole to sell flavored nicotine The
company got a giant boost in January, when the Food and Drug Administration banned most
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